Virtual Classroom
Software for
Language Teachers
Optimize your teaching
time. Increase the options
for speaking and actually
using the target language.

Virtual classroom and online language lab for
schools and universities
Sanako Connect is a teacher-led online language teaching
solution which is suitable for both asynchronous and
synchronous teaching. The big idea is to allow you the ﬂexibility
for onsite, online, synchronous, and asynchronous teaching all in
the same solution! This makes your life easier and saves your
school’s budget.

Sanako Connect helps to optimize teaching time
and increases the options for speaking
Enables all the beneﬁts from language
laboratory and is accessible from anywhere
using laptops, Chromebooks or tablets.

No login details needed for the students, as
students join via a unique link (no data
privacy issues).

Ability to collect, review and give feedback for
students’ audio recordings and work in real-time
or in recording.

All the features are tailored for language
teachers like grouping and pairing students
Sanako Connect is designed with language teachers and all the
features are something you would use in real life language
teaching. Allow all students to do speaking and conversational
practices at the same time by grouping and pairing students. Listen
in and give feedback in real-time. Record individual student’s
speaking practices.

Create and assign exercises with content authoring
tools designed for variety of pedagogical methods
Easy way to create oral language assessments, model imitation, gap-ﬁll exercises
and much more. Designed to support variety of teaching methods like Content and
Language Integrated Learning (CLIL), Task-Based Language Teaching (TBLT) and
other proven and effective methods.

Share ﬁles, materials, grade students, and provide
feedback - all in one platform
Collect, review and give feedback for students’ work and share
all the needed materials on the same platform. Manage student
submissions and materials easily and share them with your
colleagues. Our mission is to create one ultimate platform for
language teachers.

Customer testimonials

What do teachers say about Sanako Connect?
“This tool is really extraordinary. So helpful for us. THANK YOU for
helping us in these diﬃcult times.”
Florian Busch – French teacher from a grammar school in Dresden, Germany

"I appreciate the way exercises can be organized and checked, the
advanced recorder function, the possibility of sharing ﬁles with
students; and to limit the time they see the document / the task."
Natalya Zhurkina - St Petersburg State University, Russia

"I really like the product! I've used Sanako solutions in our school’s
language lab and now online as well. I ﬁnd the different possibilities for
creating exercises very useful."
Susanne Renette - English instructor or teacher from Koblenz, Germany

"I'm very pleased with the broad range of functions provided by Sanako,
which could be used for translation/interpreting as well as for speaking
classes. I particularly like the opportunity to let students do their tasks
independently as part of their homework."
Alexandra Chuptsova - English teacher from Russia

Read more customer success stories from Sanako’s blog!
-From Hardware to Online Language Teaching, the Stromness Academy
Journey with Sanako Connect
-How did Sanako Connect support language teaching and learning during the
pandemic in Italy
-How Sanako Connect helped the University of Leeds to keep learning going
during the Covid-19 pandemic

Interested to start using Sanako Connect in your
school or university?
Don’t just take our word for it. See the platform
yourself and request a FREE trial period for your
institution!
Contact us at info@sanako.com
Visit our website: sanako.com
Search and contact your local Sanako reseller: sanako.com/resellers/

We help people to teach and learn languages

